Basketball Games In Beaver Key Contest Deep In Competition

Twenty-Three Frats And Six Dorms Compete

Betas, A.T.O., Chi Phi And Munroe Teams Are Standouts

House-to-house basketball hit the streets at Technology last week as the first round of the Beaver Key tournament was completed. Twenty-three fraternal groups, six of them under the umbrella of intercollegiate organizations, the sie of the Student House, and the committees were represented in the competition. Although most of the games remained in isolated areas, Delta Epsilon's house men were sent to the Lambda Chi Alpha by a cord of 20-5T. Clarion Docks' one-bowler in the final round of play decided the issues. Dublin, Bill Ketter and Johnny Arsenault were also picked to make up the back of the scoring. Chi Phi's Beat Deeks

Chi Phi's baskers took the monogrammed ball away from their wiser brothers by the score of 24-16. Louie, in twelve of his team's points, big Jim Steenrod stood out for his consistency. Jerry O'Malley and the ball-hawking "shifty" McGus carried in five decisive points. Jack Quinn also played a good floor game. Naturally, the See's by a score of 44-14, the Alpha Tau Officers men showed a great deal of power against the Sigma Chi House. The Tom Rowley's scoring spree netted sixteen points, while Don Reilly and Charlie DeNaIlly definitely finished with fine forearms. The opinions of Bob Richardson performed well.

Monroe or a Threat

The Monroe quintet displayed win-

 Pocketform for a team that are up to them against Theta Chi by a score of 16-14. Al Wu was his usual score. Bill Richardson and Chris Schwab gave him plenty of help. Wainwright's five were scored by the 2-4-4-4-4-4-4-4 opening. On the left, Louie and a quick hot won.

After two overtime periods the score finally stood at 44-25. The numbers drove to an early lead, but later the same turned into a narrow bat.

Kappa Sigma Wins Easily

Bergstredt led his Kappa Sig brothers in a 241 win over Theta Xi. Bill Love and Pete Pauk gave him good support in this lopsided contest. Kappa Sig employed two triple teams and took the Alpha Kappa Epsilon by the score of 20-20. Contributing nine points apiece, Dick Loghry and John Schlombe were high scorers for the "Sigma." Phi Mu Delta Beats

The Theta Pi Psi quintet scored a winning Phi Mu Delta by a score of 14-14. Dee Crehorne and Al Reid were leading men for the Basals. The Bear's look like the team to beat this week.
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